Abstract-Differential
INTRODUCTION
Differential evolution (DE), proposed by Storn and Price [1] is a stochastic population based evolutionary algorithm. The advantage of DE over other evolutionary algorithms is that it is simple, easy to use, speedy and greater probability of finding the global optima for function optimization [2] [3] . DE has been successfully used in various real life fields like Electrical power systems [4] , electromagnetism [5] , control systems [6] , Bioinformatics [7] , chemical engineering [8] , image processing [9] , artificial neural networks [10] , signal processing [11] etc.
DE is a population based algorithm where a population of potential solutions is randomly initialized within an ndimensional search space. All potential solutions are equally likely to be selected as parent in DE algorithm. The candidate solutions evolve themselves by exploring the entire search space over time to locate the optima of the objective function [12] . New vector is generated by adding the weighted difference between two population vectors to a third vector at each generation of DE algorithm [13] . Many algorithms are used for numerical benchmark optimization but DE has shown better performance than Genetic Algorithm and Particle Swarm Optimization for such problems [14] [15] . There are many parameters in DE algorithm like Population 'NP', mutation probability 'F' and Crossover 'CR'. The DE algorithm mutation variants are formed by the linear combination of existing population members. The trial vector and target vector forms the mutant vector in DE. Throughout this paper i x denotes the target vector (or current vector), i u represents the trial vector and i v as a mutant vector. In DE algorithm, different mutation schemes are used to create the trial vector by using any combination of current, best and random vectors. The behavior of DE algorithm is influenced by the selection of mutation strategy and crossover scheme along with their control parameters: mutation probability 'F' and Crossover rate 'CR' [16] [17] . DE mutation strategies can be formed by the combinations of current vector, random vector (s), better vector and best vector. In any mutation strategy the order, number and name of vector (s) Qin et al. [20] have introduce self adaptive version of DE algorithm in their research work. They have control parameter self adaption as well as strategy self adaption in their paper. The memory concept based on finite learning period is used for self adaption. A strategy pool consisting of four commonly used mutation strategies "DE/rand/1/bin", "DE/rand/2/bin", "DE/rand-to-best/2/bin" and "DE/current-to-rand/1" is created for strategy self adaption. Zaharie [21] has introduced a parameter adaption scheme in this research that focuses on the choice of parameters by maintaining the diversity in the population. He has used [ ] 0,1 λ ∈ as a coefficient of convex combination between random selected population and the best population member. Variance at component level for each population individual is calculated to maintain diversity in the population and population evolution is controlled by the evolution of variance. Liu and Lampinen [22] has introduced very famous parameter adaption method in their research work. Their parameter adaption scheme is based on the fuzzy controller designed for adaption of F and CR control parameters of DE algorithm. They have used two fuzzy logic controllers (FLC) to implement to adaptive the values of F and CR control parameters based on fuzzy control actions. Brest et al. [23] DE mutation strategies are generated by using combination of random and/or best vector(s). In random selection best and worst members have same probability of selection as a parent. The worst parent may lead to worst child. A novel variant of DE is proposed in this research that will be helpful in avoiding the selection of bad performing individuals. The proposed variant will select those individuals having at least some level of fitness that will be helpful in enhancing the convergence speed and searching capability of DE algorithm. It is important to mention that fitter parent does not mean best parent fitter means better than worst performing members. This proposed variant will prove to be a significant addition in DE algorithm. The residue of the paper consist of the DE algorithm that is discussed in section-II, various crossover schemes are given in section-III of the paper, section-IV contains the proposed DE variant, the detail of benchmark functions is given in section-V of this paper and section-VI contains the results and discussion. The Proposed DE variant is based on the fitness proportionate random vector selection method that is used to select members from the parent population to generate the offspring population. Trial vector in FPRVDE is generated by selecting random individuals using fitness proportionate selection criteria. Fitness proportionate selection mechanism allocates the region to each individual according to its fitness value. To apply this method fitness of all individuals in the current population is calculated. Then population members are sorted based on the calculated fitness by maintaining population index of each target vector. After sorting population members, cumulative proportion C of each population member i is calculated. Then we iterate sorted population cumulative proportion that is greater than or equal to a random value r generated in the interval (0,1) to select as a fitness proportionate random vector. Then these fitness proportionate random vectors (FPRV'S) are used to form a trial vector against each target vector in the population. The fitness proportionate criteria will ensue that selected population members have some fitness level and are not the bad individuals of the current population. Fitness proportionate selection method helps in ignoring the poor performing population individuals as poor performing candidates may lead towards poor offspring's. The exceptional fit and inferior fit candidates will have equal chance of selection in FPRVDE version that will incorporate plenty of diversity in the population. The poor performing population members can generate poor offspring that might increase the convergence speed of DE algorithms while better performing population members will generate healthy offspring that might be helpful in improving the convergence speed of DE algorithm. The proposed variant maintains randomness in selecting the individuals since randomness is the important property in EC algorithm. FPRVDE ignores the worst performing members having about no fitness level and for other population member including weak, average and best performing population members have equal chance of selection in forming trial vector. If generated number is close to zero then less fitter population member be selected and if the random value is close to 1 then one of the best performing individual will be selected that incorporates reasonable randomness in FPRVDE version.
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The mutation strategies given in table-II are FPRVDE mutation strategy versions corresponding to each commonly used DE mutation strategy given in table-I. Mutation strategies given in table-II used FPRVDE method to select each random vector in the current population.
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IV. TEST FUNCTIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A comprehensive set of 37 N-dimensional benchmark functions is used to evaluate the performance of proposed FPRVDE and commonly used set of DE variants. These benchmark functions are commonly used multidimensional global optimization problems. The necessary detail of these functions is given in table-III (a, b). The convergence speed of DE algorithm and the proposed variation are measured by using one of the most commonly used performance metric that is number of function calls (NFC) [32] . The acceleration rate is also calculated. Acceleration rate (AR) that is based on NFC is used to compare convergence speed of algorithm. Here AR for DE algorithm and proposed FPRVDE variation is defined by the following formula 
Experimental results reported in this section are generated for number of functions calls over a test suit of N-dimensional functions. NFC is the most common performance metric used in evolutionary algorithms [19] [33] . The results are generated using Exponential and binomial crossover schemes over 30 independent trials. NFC experimental results are reported in tables (II-VII) with best values as boldfaces. Convergence graphs of some functions are contained in Figure-2 and Figure-3 Step function (Separable, Unimodal) ( 
Levy and Montalvo Problem (Separable, Multimodal) 
331 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org Convergence graph are shown in Figure-2 and Figure -3 that contains average of best values of population members obtained at specific iterations during the evolutionary process. Convergence graph contains the fitness value against iteration in each sub-graph in Figure-2 and Figure-3 for 5000 iterations and 10 dimensions. From convergence graphs it can be observed that FPRVDE variants performs better than DE variants in most of the cases; in few cases FPRVDE has comparable performance while in some cases DE performance is better than FPRVDE. Convergence graph of few functions f 15 (a 1 -j 1 ), f 17 (a 2 -j 2 ), f 35 (a 3 -j 3 ), f 37 (a 4 -j 4 ) are given for 10 DE mutation strategies (DE 1 ….DE 10 ) and their corresponding FPRVDE (FPRVDE 1 …… FPRVDE 10 ) mutation strategies. Convergence graphs of DE mutation strategies and its corresponding FPRVDE strategies are given in each sub-graph (a i …..j i ) in Figure-2 and Figure- Trial vector has a key role in generating offspring/child population in DE algorithm. Different vectors like random, best and current are commonly used vectors to generate child population. Although random vector selection method is less biased and generates the more diverse population but has slow convergence to reach to a specific value VTR or optimal value. In this research a novel fitness proportionate based selection in random selecting random vectors used in DE (FPRVDE) mutation strategy is introduced. FPRVDE advancement is applied on most commonly used DE mutation strategies given in table-I. FPRVDE approach selects parent vectors by generating a random vector following the approach of fitness proportionate selection criteria. Performance of FPRVDE is accessed by taking a comprehensive set of multidimensional function optimization problems given in appendix section of this paper. Research result shows that FPRVDE variation approach enhances convergence speed of DE algorithm by maintaining appropriate altitude of diversity. The proposed approach ignores the poor performing individuals in generating the trial vector. NFC and AR performance parameters are used compare the performance of commonly used DE mutation strategies and FPRVDE approach. Research results shows that the convergence speed of FPRVDE approach is better than DE approach. NFC of FPRVDE mutation strategies is better than DE mutation strategies for most functions and various dimensions. Acceleration rate of FPRVDE mutation strategies for various functions and various mutation strategies is better than DE mutation strategies. In this research an effort is made to work in other directions of DE algorithm that will prove to a significant addition in DE research work. The future challenges of this research work can be the deep insight of FPRVDE along with its parameter settings and to explore the proposed approach in the other dimensions of research.
